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In the Anthropology of East Europe Review 28 (1) (Spring 2010), Professor Paul 

Manning wrote a review on the collaborative publication named above. The main 

purpose of the publication was to “acquaint a wide audience with the traditional culture 

of Christian and Muslim highlanders who live on the border of Europe and Asia in the 

Central part of the Caucasus Main Mountain Range.” It was prepared by the advice and 

support of the late Professor Alan Dundes, former Director of the Folklore Program of 

the Department of Anthropology at the University of California, Berkeley. The 

publication intends to aid the reader in better understanding the characteristic features of 

political, ethnic and cultural processes that are taking place in the geopolitically 

important region where Russian military forces are in constant action, moving in and out 

of the region, depending on ongoing political situations.
1
 

The authors would like to point the following facts in connection with the review 

as some of the comments of the reviewer may create misconceptions about the materials 

presented in the publication. 

When discussing the visual anthropology materials from the first section of the 

publication, Paul Manning writes as if the materials consist of the pictures taken in the 

Khevsureti Province only; he also mentions that the visual materials essentially repeat the 

photo exhibit curated by the authors at the Phoebe A. Hearst Museum of Anthropology, 

University of California, Berkeley, and this exhibit is nothing else but a repetition of 

photographs from Soviet era collections. It seems that the reviewer has not paid attention 

to the accompanying ethnographic descriptions and titles of the photographs. Only 74 of 

the 158 full-page black and white photographs are taken in the European and Asian parts 

of the Khevsureti Province; the rest of the 84 pictures – more than half of the entire 

collection – have been taken during many years of the fieldwork in the neighboring 

provinces of Mtiuleti (36), Gudamaqari (36), Pshavi (3), and Chechnya (3). Also, only 48 

pictures were exhibited at the Phoebe A. Hearst Museum during March-August 2004; the 

rest of the 110 pictures and their accompanying texts appeared in this publication for the 
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first time. The photographs – with the attached commentaries – that are presented in the 

publication are valuable historical documents and truly important sources to learn about 

traditional dwellings, fortifications, sacred buildings, and social and religious institutions 

of the highlanders. The information “frozen” in these pictures is easily comprehendible 

even for non-specialists. Many examples of folk architecture and artifacts – images of 

which have been included in this publication – do not exist any more. Undoubtedly this 

adds to a value of these materials. 

The reviewer indicates that the collector of the myths – translations of which are 

presented in this publication for the first time – was only one scholar. However, in reality 

the myths have been collected by several people. The information about one of the main 

contributors, including his short biography, is given in the publication (pp.681-683). 

As stated by the reviewer, the authors are misleading the reader by trying to 

portray the Pankisi crisis as a contemporary event. According to him, they needed to do 

this in order to place the Khevsurs (descendants of the last crusaders, according to one of 

the old hypotheses) and their Muslim neighbors – Chechens and Pankisi Kists (among 

whom Jihadists acquired certain influences) in the model of “Clashes of Civilizations” in 

order to add their share to the “contemporary folklore and mythology of the War on 

Terror.”  This is not true. Nowhere did the authors intend to present the Pankisi crisis as a 

present-day event. The authors say clearly in the introduction of the publication – as well 

as in the notes – the following:  “The second part of the book gives particular emphasis to 

the historical and ethnographic survey of Georgia’s Pankisi Gorge – ethnically and 

culturally closely connected with the Khevsureti Province – that few years ago was the 

area of activities of the Islamic extremists and militants” (p. XIII).  “This section was 

written at the time when the Pankisi crisis became a center of international attention. It 

was first published in 2002 as an article in the Working Paper Series of Berkeley 

Program in Soviet and Post-Soviet Studies. The article is printed here without any 

significant changes and therefore it reflects tensions of the mentioned period in the 

region” (p.662).  

The reviewer enthusiastically criticizes Arnold Zisserman (1824-97) – the author 

who considered the Khevsurs descendants of the Frankish crusaders – and was a Russian 

military historian and a participant of the Caucasus wars. The reviewer refers to 

Zisserman as a “least authoritative source” and explains the crusader hypothesis with the 

author’s romantic ideas. The fact is, however, that Zisserman was no bearer of simple 

romantic ideas. In the process of conducting its wars in the Caucasus (1819-1864), 

Tsarist Russia used varieties of ideological clichés, among which the idea of protecting 

the region’s Christian population from the Muslims was a leading one. The Caucasian 

Muslim highlanders responded to Russia’s such policies with the “Gazawat” – Holy War 

against “infidels.” In this situation it wouldn’t be accidental to declare the Georgian 

highlanders descendants of the crusaders – the highlanders whose homeland was the front 

line of disseminating Christianity in the Northern Caucasus throughout centuries.
2
 In the 
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same period, when the Russian myth of the Khevsur crusaders was created, to support the 

“divide and govern” practice of the Tsarist colonial administration, Georgian intellectuals 

and writers of highland origin (Alexandre Kazbegi, 1848-93 and Vazha Pshavela, 1861-

1915) for their part tried to create narratives that would help to secure the peaceful 

coexistence of the Christian and Muslim highlanders of the Central Caucasus.
3
  

It seems that the reviewer falls among those who consider the “lost crusader 

theory of Khevsur origins” baseless (although no one tries to prove the opposite!) for one 

more reason:  the Khevsurs are not “true” Christians. Such an attitude repeats the point of 

view that has become a controversial one today. According to this view, the highlanders 

of Georgia – including the Khevsurs and other Georgian highlanders – could be regarded 

as Christians only nominally. However, the fact is that after the Mongol invasions in 

Georgia, from the second half of the 13
th
 century, the relations between Georgia’s 

mountain and lowland regions changed dramatically; for almost four centuries following 

the invasions, some of the highland regions continued to exist essentially in the semi-

autonomous form within the feudal Georgian state. As a result, not only did the 

highlanders’ socio-economic system change but their religious practices underwent 

changes too. Ultimately, a folk version of Christianity developed in the remote highland 

regions. Because of the limited contacts with Georgia’s lowlands and cultural centers, in 

the territory of ancient Pkhovi – part of which is the Khevsureti Province – more than 100 

Christian churches (5
th

-17
th
 centuries) gradually disappeared.

4
  They were replaced with 

lesser-sized buildings in the forms of shrines – “Holy Crosses” and “Holy Icons.” 

Peculiar changes took place in the liturgy and other aspects of the highlanders’ religious 

life. In spite of these processes, the Georgian highlanders – specifically the Khevsurs – 

that were immediate neighbors of the Northern Caucasian Muslim highlanders, always 

regarded themselves as “better” Christians compared to the lowland dwellers, as the 

former were faced with a major task of protecting their ancestors’ religion and the 

country’s northern borders.  Accordingly, the material and social culture of the 

borderland dwellers changed also, and their religious practices acquired some military 

features. It should be mentioned that Soviet scholars added their share in declaring the 

Georgian highlanders as “pagans,” because these researchers were essentially prohibited 

from seriously studying any manifestations of the Christian culture; only the studies of 

“archaic” and “folk” institutions were allowed. Therefore researching presumably ancient 

layers of the traditional culture was almost an obligatory and prestigious scholarly task. 

After the collapse of the Soviet Union the situation gradually changed; many scholars 

write today about various aspects of the folk Christianity of the Georgian highlanders.
5
 

By presenting the traditional culture and contemporary life of the Central 

Caucasian highlanders under one cover the authors intended to show the cultural profile 

of the region, about which the information is scarce for an English-speaking reader. The 

authors have no doubt that being acquainted with the folk culture of this region will be a 

unique cultural experience to the reader.  
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